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c. Steam Line Isolation —Containment
Pressure —Hi h Hi h {continued)

Containment Pressure -High High must be OPERABLE
in MODES I, 2, and 3, because there is sufficient
energy in the primary and secondary side to
pressurize the containment following a pipe
break. This would cause a significant incr ease
in the containment pressure, thus allowing
detection and closure of the MSIVs.'he steam
line isolation Function must be OPERABLE in
MODES 2 and 3 unless both MSIVs are closed and
de-activated.. In MODES 4, 5, and 6 the steam
line isolation Function is not required to be
OPERABLE because there is not enough energy in
the primary and secondary sides to pressurize the
containment to the Containment Pressure —High
High setpoint.

d. Steam Line Isolation —Hi h Steam Flow Coincident
With Safet In 'ection and Coincident With
T, —Low

This Function provides closure of the MSIV ~~tap>c-
during an SLB or inadvertent openjgg of G

atmospheric relief or safety valv~o maintain at
least one unfaulted SG as a heat sink for the
reactor, and to limit the mass and energy release
to containment.
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BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

d. Steam Line Isolation —Hi h Steam Flow Coincident
With Safet In ection and Coincident Wi'th
T „ —Low (continued)

e.

This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES I, 2, and
3 when a secondary side break or stuck open valve
could result in rapid depressurization of the
steam lines. The Steam Line Isolation Function
is required to be, OPERABLE in MODES 2 and 3
unless both MSIVs are closed and de-activated.
This Function is not required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4, 5, and 6 because there is insufficient
energy in the secondary side of the plant to have
an accident.

Steam Line Isolation —Hi h Hi h Steam Flow
Coincident With Safet In 'ection

This Function provides closure of the IVs
durin a team line brea or >na rtent openin

an SG atmos er relic safe valv o
ma)ntain at east one un aulted SG as a eat sink
for the reactor, and to limit the mass and energy
release to containment

Two steam line flow channels per steam line are
required to be OPERABLE for this Function. These
are combined in a one-out-of-two logic to
indicate high —high steam flow in one steam line.
FT-464 and FT-465 are the two channels required
for steam line A. FT-474 and FT-475 are the two
channels required for steam line B. Each steam
line is considered a separate function for the
purpose of this LCO. The steam flow transmitters
provide control inputs, but the control function
cannot initiate events that the Function acts to
mitigate. Therefore, additional channels are not
required to address control protection
in act'icsu
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